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ISSUE
The Parties were unable to agree on the Issue so the

Arbitrator will frame the Issue as follows:

" Did the Company violate the contract when it assigned agent
Miranda overtime for a four ( 4) hour segment of a vacant eight
( 8 ) hour shift and then decided to cover the remainder of the
shift with another agent and a Supervisor?

If so , what is the

proper remedy?

BACKGROUND

Southwest Airlines Co

I/EI

Paso Station 's freight/cargo

facility is staffed with one supervisor , five agents , and one

relief agent.

Agent " Steve " was scheduled to work 0500 to 1330.

Agent "Keith " was scheduled to work 0730 to 1600.

Agent

" Keith "

was not able to work his scheduled shift because he was on a

discipline day.

The Company elected to cover 4 hours of Agent

Keith's shift with overtime, from 0800 to 1200 hours pursuant to
Article Seven , Paragraph H.

The Grievant , Richard Miranda , was

not scheduled to work that day, but was the only Agent to sign the

overtime book, and was awarded the overtime from 0800 to 1200
hours.

Supervisor Weathersbee reported for his scheduled 1200 to

2030 hours shift , but was required to attend a Company function

which began at 1200 hours. He [ Weathersbee ] was delayed at the
function and was unable to report to the freight facility until
1400 hours.

Agent " Steve " was already on duty, but scheduled to

.

leave at 1330 hours

"Steve's " shift was extended pursuant to

Article Seven , Paragraph G , for 30 minutes, until 1400 hours, to
prevent the facility from being unstaffed for that 30 minute

period .
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On May 9, 1999 , the Grievant filed the instant Grievance
essentially complaining that ( 1 ) Supervisor Weathersbee worked
alone on May 4, 1999 from 1400 until 1600 hours and ( 2 ) that the

Grievant was available to cover Agent " Keiths " entire shift.
Company responded that

The

it found no violation of the Agreement , but

nonetheless , offered to pay two ( 2 ) hours of overtime as a com promise settlement to the grievance.
The Southwest Airlines Ramp Operations Provisioning Association,
Local 555 ,

U

rejected the settlement offer and the matter pro-

ceeded to the System Board of Adjustment which was held on July 15 ,
1999.

The Board deadlocked and the matter proceeded to arbitration

which was held on November 12, 1999.
COMPANY POSITION

Southwest Airlines has a clear right under Article Two D of
the Collective bargaining agreement to manage and direct the work
force ,

which right includes the implementation of efficient staff -

ing schedules.

Article Two B provides that Supervisors, although

not covered by the collective bargaining agreement , may continue

.

to perform covered work while on duty

The collective bargaining

agreement is devoid of any requirement that an Operations Agent must

be on duty at all times that an Operations Supervisor is on duty
and specifically , the contract is devoid of any requirement that ,
for an Operations Supervisor to perform covered duties , an Oper -

ations Agent must also be on duty.

Further, historically, Super-

visors have performed covered functions specified in Article Five
without an Agent on duty.

The parties have been to the bargaining

table at least three times since the essential language in Article

Two B was included in the contract and no restricting language such
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-

as is now being suggested by the Union has been put into the con

tract.

The Union should be estopped from gaining through a grievance

that which it was unsuccessful in achieving in collective bargaining

negotiations.
Duplication of work is neither intended nor required by the
contract and there is no evidence of any intent , either locally

or systemwide , on the part of Southwest Airlines to replace Oper
ations Agents with Operations Supervisors.
is at the heart of this Agreement.

-

Efficiency of operation

-

The ramifications of this grie

vance are extraordinarily broad. It is estimated that should the

-

Union 's position be sustained and applied system wide , the cost
to Southwest Airlines would be thousands , if not millions , of
dollars unanticipated by the parties and which will result in an

unjustified revamping of the way Southwest has done business for

28 years.

-

In summary , the language of the collective bargaining agree
ment is unambiguous ; the contract does not contain the limiting
provision sought by the Union ; and past practice overwhelmingly

supports the Company ' s position.
UNION POSITION

The contract language in dispute is at best ambiguous.
icle Two , Paragragh B of the Agreement states:

Art

-

"This Agreement

-

extends to and covers all Employees in the classifications de

scribed in Article Five who normally and regularly spend a majority
of their work time in the performance of duties described in Article

Five. Supervisors are not covered by this Agreement but may continue
to perform covered work while on duty.

A Supervisor's schedule may

not be altered to prevent payment of overtime to a covered Employee,
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and a Supervisor may not accept an overtime assignment if covered

. [ JX -2]

Employees are available for voluntary overtime assignments

The contract has 31 Articles, over 165 subheadings, 3 side

letters of agreement and one appendix.

The Company has selectively

extracted 10 words, "...but may continue to perform covered work

while on duty ", from that contract in an attempt to change the
meaning and intent of what was negotiated and agreed upon,

This

phrase , by itself , is not only ambiguous ( it does not state

whether that work can be done by himself, or side by side a covered
employee ) but to agree with the company ' s position is to ignore and

eviscerate whole sections of the Agreement.

If one were to agree

with the Company 's logic , we would no longer have a foundation
for the contract as a whole and would do away with basic corner-

stones of collective bargaining.
The correct way to come up with the true intent and meaning
of what was negotiated is to read and interpret the entire con-

tract.

The Company's only offer of proof was in the form of

direct testimony from Ms. Chancellor.

The Union asks that her

testimony be given less credibility, and looked at with askance

since she was allowed to remain in the

hearing room as a Company

Representati ve , hear the Union 's entire case and then testify as
a witness.

Because at best the language in question is ambiguous ,

the burden of proof shifts from the Union to the Company.
only testimony given to support

The

their burden was by Ms. Chancellor ,

and it consisted of "it 's so because we say it is so."

The correct

application of the contract is that Supervisors may continue to work
alongside employees , not instead of them.
The Company 's exhibits continue to show their attempt to
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narrowly define the argument before the Arbitrator, and thus obtain

a ruling that does not reflect what was negotiated.

All four

contracts had substantial language changes , including rates of pay,
awarding of overtime, bidding rights, duration contract , etc.

A

cursory reading of the exhibits proffered by the Company shows a
clear and distinct progression of language changes in an attempt to

clarify the Supervisor 's working status.

...

fact that neither the I A M

This , coupled with the

nor ROPA are the representing Union,

clearly shows a continuing change to the alleged status quo.

.

MS

Chancellor testified that the minimal language changes to the contract were to clarify, for the Supervisors , their role in the

operation.

This cannot be given credence, because of the language

found in the CBA ( " Supervisors are not covered by this Agreement.." )

.

and the Ground Operations Manual UX -2

In the Company ' s own manual

and words we find what is clearly meant by " working supervisor ".
Throughout this company " Operations Bible " key words and meanings

continue to come up:

Assures, Assists , Determines , Coordinates,

Monitors , Reviews, Gives directions to, etc.

This , coupled with

the fact that the Company has not changed these definitions to
reflect their new found interpretation of the language shows the

.

clear understanding the contract was negotiated under

The only proof offered by the Company was again direct testi -

mony from Ms. Chancellor.

More convincing proof might have come

from Managers , Assistant Managers, or Supervisors who deal with

this issue on a daily basis, or by producing the voluminous amount
of paperwork ( monthly work schedules , daily manning charts , over -

time logs, etc.) to support an ongoing practice allegedly in place
since 1981.

The Union clearly refuted this with the undisputed
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.

testimony of the Grievant

Brother Miranda testified that on the

occurrenc e of the first violation he went immediate ly to management ,
and informed them of proper procedure.

When it occurred again, he

went back to management , advised them of the violation with the

caveat that any further occurrenc e would necessita te a grievance.
On the third occurrenc e the current grievance was filed and pro-

cessed.

The Union has shown a clear pattern of grieving this un-

just interpret ation of the contract.

Again, the only testimony submitted was direct testimony from

. Chancellor.

Ms

CX-2 is questiona ble at best.

It is not dated and

we only have the testimony of a biased witness to its origin and

.

meaning

If the Company assertion that the Union withdrew a lang
-

uage proposal is true, where is the document that shows the proposal ?
change.

Comparing CX- 2 to the current contract shows a language

This reinforce s the Union 's contentio n that we continued

to refine the understan ding of the language.

The ongoing practice
,

has been to have "working Superviso rs " who work alongside agents ;
not administr ative , tie -wearing , behind the desk Managers.
The only question answered by the Arbitrati on Award in CX-8

was " Did the Company violate the Collectiv e Bargainin g Agreement
when it changed the shift time at Houston Hobby from 0430 to 0500

resulting in only an Operation s Supervisor being present and not
an Operation s Agent "

The issue in the present case is " Did the

Company violate the contract when it assigned agent Miranda over
-

time for a four hour segment of a vacant eight hour shift , and
then decided to cover the remainder of the shift with another

agent and a Superviso r ? "

The Company posted a schedule for bid

( Art .6 ) for employees of the El Paso freight facility who are
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classified as operations/freight agents (Art. 5). The schedule

-

was bid and awarded in accordance with the provisions of the con

tract. This schedule has an eight hour shift (0730 1600) covered

-

by an agent (Bills).

In addition to having another agent on duty ,

-

they have a Supervisor scheduled from 1200 2030 (Supervisor Weathers
bee).

Since the Company has the right to manage and direct the work

-

-

force , i.e. decide what hours are to be posted for bid , this clearly

demonstrates the intent to have agents do agent's work , and have

Supervisors work alongside the Agents.

-

CX 3 (Work Rules Interpretations) further bolsters the Union's

position.

Supervisors' schedules are not posted because they are

management and are not covered by the provisions of our contract.
By reading the offered exhibit it becomes clear that there was a

shared concern regarding Supervisors working Agents' overtime, and

these intents were agree (sic) to in an attempt to "...help elim
inate grievances concerning overtime."

-

The written decision of the

System Board of Adjustment held on October 6 , 1999 cuts directly to

the heart of the matter.

This precedent setting Board decision ,

-

rendered after the Klein arbitration (CX 8) clarifies the intent
of what was negotiated and the working understanding of what effect

the arbitration has on the work group.

-

The Board upheld the Arb

itrator's decision of allowing Supervisors to perform agent covered
work for short periods of time (30 minutes) when an agent is not

scheduled.

The System Board also recognized the unique operational

need of the situation , i.e. "It would be acceptable to have a 0500

start except the Supervisor didn't need to be doing the agent 's
work ; instead he should be doing his own supervisory work."

Miranda was the only dissenting vote on the System Board.

Brother

That
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dissent was because of his belief that a Supervisor should not
be allowed to work without an agent present.

was unanimous , and it is clear.

The Board 's decision

"The Board would like to suggest

that if an operational need exists after a bid is awarded and the
new schedule begins, that the station recognize the need to modify

the next bid to allow Agents to perform the historic duties of this
work group.

The intent is not to have Supervisors perform Agent

duties which would undermine that groups duties."
The Company offered no substantive proof as to cost factors ,
and the continued record setting profits of the airline belie

their assertion. This is not about duplication of work. The Com

-

pany does all scheduling of employees. The Company showed the

requisite need for agent work when they scheduled the shift ; this
coupled with the Supervisor also being scheduled shows the direct

correlation of language and intent.

The testimony of Brother

Miranda shows the obvious concerns of the Grievant and the Union.
There is a direct correlation between the loss of wages (overtime)
and job security when Supervisors are used to do agent work ;

why

pay overtime , or even hire new agents , when you can simply hire

supervisors instead?

A better way to view the issue would be to

ask about the money already saved.

Because of the nontraditional

and unique language in the contract the Company has saved millions

.

of dollars

When Supervisors work , there is less need for the

Company to hire additional agents.

The Agents , the contract and

the Union have already given more than enough latitude , using the

current language , for the Company to remain profitable in this

highly competitive industry.
to " double dip ".

The Company should not be allowed
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The Union asks that the Grievance be sustained and that the

Grievant be paid four hours of overtime at the appropriate rate.
DISCUSSION

A.

Witnesses

The Union requested that witnesses in the instant case be
sequestered.

The Company stated that Ruth Ann Chancellor, Senior

Director-Ground Operations, would be a Company Witness but insisted she be allowed to remain in the hearing.

This Arbitrator

granted the request but noted the witness did remain while the

testimony of others was taken and suggested that the Union may

appropriately argue that the Arbitrator should give less weight
to that testimony than to witnesses who testified without hearing

the testimony of others.
The Union has requested that the testimony of Ms. Chancellor
be given less credibility because she was allowed to remain in

the hearing room as a Company Representative, hear the Union's

entire case and then testify as a witness.
Company Witness Chancellor testified in general and vague

terms and that the Company had always used Supervisors to perform

.

Agent 's work

Due to the fact the Witness was not sequestered ,

this Arbitrator gives very little weight to her testimony.
B. Prior Arbitration Awards
The Company introduced into evidence one ( 1 ) prior arbitration
award [CX-8 ] which the Company contends is clear and convincing

evidence that the issue in the instant case has been previously
arbitrated and the arbitrator ruled in favor of the Company based
upon the Company ' s Management Rights clause in Paragraph D , Article
Two, of the Agreement [ CX- l ].
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In reviewing the arbitration case , this Arbitrator finds that

-

CX 8 deals with an issue of whether or not the Company violated
the Agreement by changing the shift starting times.

The issue in

-

this case is not the same as or similar to the issue in the in

stant case.

Therefore , this Arbitrator does not give any weight

to this evidence.

Some arbitrators believe that precedent has a useful role

in labor relations.

Others oppose its use and believe that

reliance on arbitral precedent is inconsistent with the nature of
arbitration , with its emphasis on the judgment of a particular
arbitrator in deciding the merits of a particular case.

Courts

hold that whether prior awards are binding on arbitrators is a

matter of contract interpretation for the arbitrator.
ICAN NAT 1 L. CAN CO. v. STEELWORKERS LOCAL 3628 ,

See AMER

120 F.3 d , 886

.

A general consensus exists among arbitrators that , without a

contrary contractual provision or mutually recognized custom ,

prior arbitration awards from any source are not binding on an

arbitrator.
C. Scope of Agreement
Paragraph B. Covered Employees , of the Agreement [CX 1] pro

-

-

vides: "This Agreement extends to and covers all Employees in the
classifications described in Article Five who normally and reg

-

ularly spend a majority of their work time in the performance of

duties described in Article Five. Supervisors are not covered by
this

Agreement

.

duty

but may continue to perform covered work while on

A supervisor's schedule may not be altered to prevent pay

ment of overtime to a covered Employee , and a supervisor
accept

an overtime assignment if covered

Employees

-

may not

are available

1
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for voluntary overtime assignments." [Emphasis added ]
The two sentences emphasized supra , are two instances where

the Agreement is ambiguous. In the first sentence , do the words
mean that Supervisors may perform covered work even though covered
employees are not on duty?

If Supervisors can perform covered

work without covered employees on duty , how long can they perform

the covered work?

If this Arbitrator accepts the notion that

Supervisors can perform covered work without covered employees
present or at least on the premises , then reduced covered manning

would be possible and overtime could be avoided. If the Company
wanted to remove this sentence , supra , from the Arbitrator 's dis-

cretion , the contract should have been more explicit.
In the instant case , a Supervisor did accept an overtime
assignment without a covered employee present and the Grievant

was available for a voluntary overtime assignment ,

-

Was the Com

pany obligated to allow the Grievant to perform the disputed
work from 1200 to 1600 hours?

This question will be answered in

the Decision section of this document.

In an effort to maintain managerial prerogatives , employers

introduced management rights clauses , defining those workplace

decisions and activities retained under unilateral control , that
is , excluded from collective bargaining during the term of the

contract and presumably outside an arbitrator 's jurisdiction.
The management rights clause was designed to convince the arbi
trator that an issue was not arbitrable , or at least that manage

-

ment had maintained control over a particular matter.
Most arbitrator's downplay the management rights clause in
analyzing the propriety of employer decisions.

While every con-
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tract provision obviously has significance, they consider this
clause "boilerplate " wording designed to protect the employer

against only the most egregious union encroachment on management

decision making.

In most instances the clause itself provides

that other contract clauses take precedence in case of a conflict.

While honoring the employer's right to operate the business, ar

-

bitrators do not permit a management rights clause to override a
specific union or employee right set forth in the collective bar

-

gaining agreement or recognized by an established past practice.
D. Grievance Ramifications
The Company asserts the ramifications of the instant grievance

-

are extremely broad and they contend that should the Union's pos

-

-

ition be sustained and applied system wide, the cost to South

west Airlines would be thousands, if not millions , of dollars.
The Company did not offer any factual evidence to support their

assertions of economic catastrophe.

Assuming arguendo that the

Company 's economic argument were factual and true , that would not
be a persuasive and valid reason to abort the Agreement.

The

Parties have a labor agreement and they must live by the terms of
the Agreement or interpretations thereof.
E.

Past Practice

-

The Company contends that past practice overwhelmingly sup

ports the Company's position in the instant case.
Under certain circumstances , custom and past practice may be
held enforceable through arbitration as being in essence a part
of the parties' "whole " agreement.

Some of the general statements

of arbitrators in this regard may be noted :
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Arbitrator Dallas L. Jones ; " It is generally
certain , but not all , clear and long standing
establish conditions of employment as binding
provision of the agreement." See ALPENA GEN.
48, 51 ( 1967 ). 2/

accepted that
practices can
as any written
HOSP • / % ) LA

Arbitrator Thomas J. McDermott: " In cases where the contract
is completely silent with respect to a given activity, the
presence of a well established practice, accepted or condoned
by both parties, may constitute in effect , an unwritten principle on how a certain type of situation should be treated."
See TEXAS UTILITY GENERATING DIV • t 92 LA 1308 ( 1989 ).
Arbitrator Marlin M. Volz: It is well recognized that the
contractual relationship between the parties normally consists
of more than the written word. Day -to -day practices mutually
accepted by the parties may attain the status of contractual
rights and duties, particularly where they are not at variance
with any written provision negotiated into the contracts by the
parties and where they are of long standing and were not chang ed during contract negotiations." See METAL SPECIALTY CO • /
39 LA 1265, 1269 ( 1962 ).

.

Many other arbitrators and the U.S

pressed similar thoughts.

Supreme Court have ex-

. WARRIOR

In STEELWORKERS v

& GULF NAV

IGATION CO • / 80 S.Ct.1347, 1351-52, 46 LRRM 2416, 2419 ( 1960 ),
The U.S. Supreme Court stated: "The labor arbitrator ’ s source
of law is not confined to the express provisions of the contract ,
as the industrial common law - the practices of the industry and
the shop - is equally a part of the collective bargaining agreement although not expressed in it."

However , it may be noted that in some of the cases cited
supra , and in other cases , certain considerations have been stress-

ed :

First , even assuming that a matter is such that it may other -

wise be given "binding practice " effect as an implied term of the
agreement , it will not be given that effect unless it is well es-

tablished — strong proof of its existence will ordinarily be
required.

Many arbitrators have recognized that , as stated by

Arbitrator Jules J. Justin: " In the absence of a written agree ment , 'past practice,' to be binding on both Parties , must be

2/ LA

references are to Bureau of National Affairs Publications
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( 1 ) unequivocal; ( 2 ) clearly enunciated and acted upon; ( 3 ) read ily ascertainable over a reasonable period of time as a fixed ,
and established practice accepted by both Parties." See CELANESE
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 24 LA 168, 172 ( 1954 ).
The line between practices that are binding and those that
are not may well be drawn on the basis of whether the matter involves methods of operation or direction of the working force, or

whether it involves a " benefit " of personal value to the employees.
See ST. LOUIS POST DISPATCH, 99 LA 976, 987 ( 1992 ).

The 1981- 1984 Agreement and the 1984- 1989 Agreement contain

.

language in Article Two , Paragraph B

Covered

Employees,

that is

identical but different than language in the current agreement.
The 1990- 1994 Article Two, Paragraph B. language is not the same

as language in the current Agreement.

The current Agreement con-

tains wording in Article Two, Paragraph B. that was not in prior
agreements.

The second sentence begins ; " Supervisors are not

covered by this Agreement but "•• a
found in prior agreements.

.

these quoted words are not

Consequently, this Arbitrator is led

to believe the Parties had some intent in adding the quoted words.
What that intent was is not clear and the evidence does not clarify

the matter, but it would seem the Parties were attempting to deal

with the issue of bargaining unit work performed by Supervisors.
Company Witness Chancellor testified that the essential lang-

uage of Article Two, B • / has remained virtually unchanged through-

out her entire career and that the current practice is the same
practice that has been followed over the years.

The problem with

Chancellor' s testimony is that the contract language has changed
and the change noted supra , is a significant change in the opinion

.

of this Arbitrator

Why the Parties added "Supervisors are not
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covered by this Agreement but " in the 1995- 1999 Agreement was

never explained at the hearing of the instant grievance.

In

any event , Witness Chancellor's testimony on past practice is

.

not persuasive to this Arbitrator

CONCLUSION
When the Agreement specifies the circumstances under which
supervisors may perform bargaining unit work, arbitrators follow

the contract.
1

.

.
3.
4.
5.
6.
2

When
When
When
When
When
When

The most common provisions include:

.

the work is experimental
the work is performed for training purposes.
an emergency exists
the amount of work is de minimis.
there are sudden injuries or illnesses.
bargaining unit employees fail to report.

.

Most arbitrations on this issue arise from disputes over whether

conditions exist for the exceptions to apply.
When the contract is silent , some arbitrators allow employers ,
under the management rights clause , to distribute work as they see

fit.

Others infer limitations , arising from the recognition, sen-

iority , and wage and hour clauses , on management 's right to assign
bargaining unit work to nonbargaining unit employees.

The trend

over the past 50 years has been toward the view that some extra ordinary circumstances must justify the assignment of bargaining

unit work to supervisors.

Most arbitrators , will however, honor

past practices that have established certain duties as shared be-

.

tween bargaining unit employees and supervisors

The classic published case on this topic, NEW BRITAIN MACH.

CO., 8 LA 720,722 ( 1947 ), was written by Arbitrator Saul Wallen.

In it he said :

"Job security is inherent element of the labor contract , a
part of its very being. If wages is the heart of the labor
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agreement , job security may be considered its soul... .
The transfer of work customarily performed by employees
in the bargaining unit to others outside the unit must there
fore be regarded as an attack on the job security of the em
ployees whom the agreement covers and therefore on one of the
contract's basic purposes.

-

In the instant Grievance , the Agreement is not silent.

The

Agreement provides that Supervisors "may continue to perform work

-

while on duty " , but the Agreement does not specify the circum
stances under which the Supervisors may perform work.

The Company

-

wants this Arbitrator to accept the non proven notion that past

practice prevails and that past practice has shown that Supervisors
have historically throughout many years performed bargaining unit
work.

This Arbitrator does not accept the Company's argument on

past practice

-

it was not proved by the evidence.

In addition , this Arbitrator finds and rules that the Agreement

wording , " may continue to perform covered work while on duty " to
be ambiguous and is therefore subject to interpretation by the

Arbitrator. To allow the Company to direct Supervisors to perform

unrestrained bargaining unit work would be a step toward emasculating the Agreement and the rights of Union employees.
It is difficult to comprehend why the Company failed to allow
the Grievant. to work the entire shift of Agent "Steve " but they
didn't.

In any event , the period of time between 1200 and 1330

hours , Agent "Steve " was on duty and Supervisor Weathersbee was

at a function but that period of time was covered by a bargaining

unit employee.

The period from 1330 to 1400

hours would not have

been covered by a bargaining unit employee but Agent "Steve"

was held over for 30 minutes. The period from 1400 to 1600 hours
was not covered by an agent and the Supervisor performed bargaining
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unit work in violation of Article Two, Paragraph B. which states

in part , " and a supervisor may not accept an overtime assignment if
covered employees are available for overtime assignments ".

The

Grievant was available but the Company did not assign him the
overtime.

From 0800 to 1200 hours, there were two Agents working -

.

Agents "Steve " and " Miranda "
only one Agent working

From 1200 to 1400 hours, there was

- Agent " Steve ".

From 1400 to 1600 hours ,

no Agent was on duty and the supervisor did whatever Agent work was
necessary.

The Grievant was assigned overtime to cover the shift

.

of Agent " Keith " who was scheduled to work from 0800 to 1600 hours

For some unexplained reason, the Grievant was relieved from duty
at 1200 hours and was not allowed to work the entire shift.

The

failure to allow the Grievant to work from 1200 to 1600 hours was
a Company mistake.
DECISION

The Company violated Article Two, Paragraph B. and Article
Seven , Overtime , by their failure to assign the Grievant to work

the period from 1200 to 1600 hours on the day in question and is

directed to pay the Grievant four ( 4) hours pay at the applicable

overtime rate.

This is a narrowly constructed decision and covers

only the same circumstances as occurred in the instant case

.

The

decision does not prevent supervisors from performing bargaining
unit work in those circumstances stated on page 16 , supra , and
there might be other circumstances that would be permissible which
are not listed.

I
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Appendix 1

WITNESSES:
For the Company:

1.

Ruth Ann Chancellor , Sr. Director -Ground Operations.

For the Union :

1.

Richard Miranda , Grievant.

Appendix 2

EXHIBITS:

Joint Exhibits:
Grievance Form. ( Seven pages )
JX - 1
JX -2 - Agreement.
Company

CX - 1
CX -2
CX -3
CX -4
CX -5
CX -6
CX -7
CX -8

Exhibits:

- A part of 1990- 1994 Agreement.

-

Negotiation proposals.

- Company Memorandum, dated December 20, 1995.
- A part of 1984-1989 Agreement.
- A part of 1981 - 1984 Agreement.
- Schedule for El Paso , 5/4/99.
( None submitted )

- Arbitration Case ( 7 pages ).

Union Exhibits:

Joint submission of fact .
UX - 1
UX -2 - One page from Ground Operations Manual
Grievance Form and Miscellaneous documents.
UX -3

.
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Pertinent Provisions of the Agreement
ARTICLE TWO
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT

A. [omitted]

.

B.

This Agreement extends to and covers
Covered Employees
all Employees in the classifications described in Article Five who
normally and regularly spend a majority of their work time in the
performance of duties described in Article Five. Supervisors are
not covered by this Agreement but may continue to perform covered
work while on duty. A supervisor's schedule may not be altered to
prevent payment of overtime to a covered Employee , and a supervisor
may not accept an overtime assignment if covered Employees are avail
able for voluntary overtime assignments.

-

C. [omitted]
D. Management Rights. The right to manage and direct the work
force , subject to the provisions of this Agreement , is vested in and
retained by the Company.
E., F ., and G. [omitted]
ARTICLE TWENTY
GRIEVANCE/SYSTEM BOARD/ARBITRATION
SECTION ONE
PROCEDURES

A. and B. [omitted ]

.

It is understood and agreed that
C. Cost of Arbitration
the cost of arbitration shall be borne by the losing party.
D • , E., F., G.

and H. [omitted ]

>

In the event of
I.
a grievance arising over the interpretation of , or application of ,
this Agreement , or in the event of disciplinary action or discharge ,
the following steps shall apply. However , if the action involves
discharge or an Association grievance concerning a change in Work
Rules , it shall proceed to sub paragraph 3 , below. Decisions made
pursuant to Steps 1 through 3 , below , shall not constitute precedent
of any kind unless agreed to , in writing , by the Association and the
Company.

-

1. through 13. [omitted]

14. Arbitrafcion/Function and Jurisdiction. The functions and
jurisdiction of the Arbitrator shall be as fixed and limited by this
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Agreement. He shall have no power to change , add to, or delete its
terms. He shall have jurisdiction only to determine issues invol ving the interpretation or application of this Agreement , and any
matter coming before the Arbitrator which is not within his jurisdiction shall be returned to the parties without decision or recommendation. In the event any disciplinary action taken by the Company is made the subject of proceedings , the Arbitrator 's authority
shall , in addition to the limitations set forth herei-n, be limited
to the determination of the question of whether the Employee( s ) involved were disciplined for just cause. If the Arbitrator finds
that the penalty assessed by the Company was arbitrary or unreasonable , he may modify or remove that penalty.
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AWARD
The Grievance is sustained.

—

\

Charles B. Overstr-eet

DATED at Dallas, Texas this 26 th day of January 2000.
ATTACHMENTS:
Appendix 1 - Witness list.
Appendix 2 - Exhibit list.
Appendix 3 - Pertinent provisions of the Agreement
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